Abstract. We prove the following important generalization of a famous theorem by Newman: If (M, d) is a closed manifold, there is an e > 0 such that if V is a closed manifold and /: M -w y is a finite-to-one open surjective mapping which is not a homeomorphism, then there is at least one y G Y such that diam /"'(>') * £.
1. Introduction. In 1931 M. H. A. Newman [N] essentially proved that if M is a connected topological manifold, then there is an £ > 0 such that if G is a finite group acting nontrivially on M, then there is at least one orbit of diameter 3* e. P. A. Smith [S] later generalized Newman's Theorem to cohomology manifolds with fixed coverings. In 1969 Dress [D] gave a comparatively simple and more accessible proof of Newman's result for Zp-actions using modern homology theory instead of the complicated simplical constructions and covering arguments of Newman and Smith, respectively. Now, it is well known that the collection H of orbits obtained from the action of a finite group G on a manifold M forms a continuous decomposition of M, where each element of the decomposition is a finite set. In 1964 A. V. Cernavskii [C] generalized Newman's Theorem by showing that if M is a topological manifold, and ¿7 is a bounded open subset of M, then there is an e > 0 such that if H is a continuous decomposition of M into finite sets, at least one of the nondegenerate elements in H which is contained in U has diameter s* e. This is a true generalization of Newman's Theorem, for not all continuous decompositions can be formed by the actions of finite groups (see Robinson [R] ).
There are many important results in the above paper by Cernavskii. but, again the proofs involve complicated covering arguments. Several of these results were simplified and modernized by Väisälä [V] for maps between closed manifolds. We wish here similarly to provide a relatively simple proof of Cernavskii's generalization of Newman's Theorem for closed manifolds and extend some of the results of Dress 2. Terminology and preliminary results. It is well known that if G is a continuous decomposition of a compact metric space A, where each element g G G consists of a finite set of points, then the projection map it: X -** X/G onto the decomposition space is a finite-to-one proper ( We will need the following result found in [C, V] : [W] and the fact that / is proper, we may find an open set RGY such that f(x) G R, R is compact, and each component of f~](R) has diameter < ß/2. Let (z,) be a sequence of points in M -f~\f(B,)) which converges to x. Since / is proper and open, ( f~*(f(z,)))-> f~](f(x)).
Let IF be the component of/"' (R) containing x and 5 be the cardinality off \f(z,)) C\ W, when f'\z¡)C\ W 7*= 0. Note that/| IF is a finite-to-one proper open mapping and that if y G f~\f(z,)) C\ W, then/| IF is a local homeomorphism at y. Consequently, using Theorem 1, f\ W has maximum multiplicity at y. It follows that the cardinality of f'\f(z,)) n Wis the same for all i such that f'\f(z,)) n W ¥= 0. This shows that s is independent of the particular sequence (z,) chosen in U -f~](f(BA), which converges to x. To see that s is also independent of the choice of R and w, let R' be any other open set in Y such thalf(x) G R', R' is compact, and each component of /"'(/?') has diameter < ß/2. Let W he the component of f~](R') which contains x. We may assume without any loss that R' G R. It follows that W G W. Clearly, for each /, the cardinality of/"'(/(z,)) n W is less than or equal to s. It suffices to show that this cardinality is not less than 5, whenever/"'(/( z,)) C\ W ¥= 0. So, suppose there is ay such that the cardinality of f'\f(z )) D W is / where 1 «£ í < r. Again, from Theorem 1 it follows that the cardinality of /"'(/(z,)) Pi W is /, whenever /"'(/(z,)) n W ¥= 0. Since </"'(/(z,))>-/"'(/(*)) and x G H/', we can choose / such that /"'(/( -,)) f~l IF' ^ 0, whenever ; > I. Since r < s, we may choose >•, G /''(/(z,)) D (IF -IF') for / > I. Now IF is compact since/ is proper, and, hence, {y\ | / > /} has at least one limit point y G W. Then, y G f~\f(x)) n (W -W). But, f~\f(x)) n W -(x). Hence, y = x, which is impossible since x G W.
Next, suppose/z: M" -R*'is an imbedding and x* G M" -(f'\f(Bf)) U 3M"). We will use the notion of degree of a mapping given by Dress in [D] . Namely, let R be a commutative ring with unity and /: M" -A a proper map, where M" is an /?-oriented «-dimensional manifold and A is a topological space. Then, for each compact subset K of M", the degree of/ at K: d(f, k), is ft(0K), where 0k is a fundamental class in Hn(Mn; M" -f'\K); R) and/^: Hn(M"; M" -f\K); R)
-Hn(X, X -K: R) is the map on homology induced by /. We will say that / is essential at K if d(f, K) =f= 0. Otherwise, we will say that / is inessential at K. If K -{x}, we will say that /is essential or inessential at x. The following statements appearing in [D] are included for easy reference:
(1) If K=f-\K')GKl for some compact A, with A, n 3M" = 0, then d(f,K')=U0Ki).
(2) d(f, K') = d(g, K'), if there is a homotopy H: M" X I -A such that H( ■ ,0) = /, //(-,l) = g, //"'(A') is compact and//"'(A') n (dM" X /)= 0. . Hence,/is inessential at v as was claimed. It is interesting to note that if/is orientation preserving, the local degree of/at a point in Y -87 corresponds to the winding number of / at its inverse if by local we mean f\w where W is the component used to define the winding number. The following conclusion, which is analogous to Newman's Lemma in [D] , will be useful:
where M" and Y are n-dimensional orientable manifolds, X is a locally compact metric space, f is a finite-to-one proper open surjective mapping, and g and j are proper mappings. Let x G X be such that g'\x) n (DM" U f'\dY)) = 0 and y Gj'](x).
If m is the maximum multiplicity off, then g is inessential at y for R = Z/mZ.
Proof. It follows from the discussion above that / is inessential at y for each y Gj'l(x).
Thus, sincey"'(x) is compact, we see that/is inessential atj'\x). From (7) and the commutative diagram it follows that g is inessential at x. where m is the maximum multiplicity of /. Note g(x*) = x*. We claim that
which is a contradiction. It follows from Lemma 1 that g is inessential at x* for R = Z/mZ. Now, define the proper homotopy H: U XI -R" by //(*, í ) = tx + (1 -t)g(x). We claim //(x* X /) n H(D~-U X I) = 0. For if not, there is a z G Ü-U and s, t G I such that H(x*, s) = H(z, t). Thus, x* = tz + (1 -/)z.
However, then
C<d(x*,U-U) < IIjc* -rll = IIJt* -tz -(I -t)z\\
which is also a contradiction. Now, from (2) we get that 0 -d(g, x,) = g(H0, H0(xJ) = d(Hu H2(x*)). But, //, is the identity and so </(//,, //,(x*)) # 0, a contradiction. Hence C <£ Z) and the theorem follows.
We will now give a proof of Theorem 3 that closely parallels Newman's original argument.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let D, be the standard open n-dimensional ball of radius ; in R". For each x G M, choose a chart <bx: D3 -M. Using the compactness of M we can cover M with a finite number of sets <px(D¿), <b2(D3),... ,<bk(D3). Furthermore, there is an e > 0 such that if x G M, x G <b,( Z)3) for some / = 1,2,... ,k and y G D2 such that d(x, <p¡(y)) < e, then there is ay1 G D3 such that <b(yl) -x and II y -v' II «s j. Now suppose/: M" --Y is a finite-to-one (proper) open surjective mapping where F is a closed manifold such that diam(/"'(/(x))) < e, for each x G M, and there is an x* G M such that/"'(/(x*)) is nondegenerate. Without any loss we may assume that x* = d>,(0), where 0 is the origin in R". Let \ x G U -U} < 1 *£ Max{d(x, U -U)). This contradicts Theorem 2. Hence, Theorem 3 follows.
